The Bone
Written and Illustrated by Sierra

1
Sierra is playing with her poodle dog. Poodle dog is fetching the bone.

2
When Sierra and Poodle dog go inside they leave the bone outside.

3
Sierra can’t remember where she put the bone. Poodle dog sniffs it out and finds it.

4
The bone is sitting in the bush.
Duffy Dog
Written and Illustrated by Ava

Duffy Dog doesn't have a home so he goes to find one.

He finds a home but the lady is always cross. So Duffy Dog goes to find another home.

Duffy Dog passes lots of houses and feels sad.

Duffy Dog finds a home that is right for him. It's a home for lost dogs.
Mutt Dog and the Bug
Written and Illustrated by Mitchell

Mutt Dog eating his dinner. Burrrppp!
Mutt Dog goes out the door.
Everything is quiet. Nothing is moving.
Only a bit of his tail is showing.
Mutt Dog sees some eyes and a big hand.
Mutt Dog got scared....

Mutt Dog ran away!

thee END
Finton is walking past a lady.

Finton found a house but they didn’t let him in.

Finton was sad so he ran away.

Finton met a nice lady and she said, “You can come home with me.”
3. Fox Dog was thirsty so he had a drink of water.

Fox Dog is walking to the shops.

Fox Dog found some dog food to eat for breakfast.

Fox Dog goes to the park. He goes on the slide and the sandpit.

Fox Dog is tired after going to the park so he goes to sleep in his basket. The End.